
 
 

 

Loadbinders 

 
 

Full details and safety information about our range of Loadbinders 

APPLICATIONS 
Loadbinders are used for easy and efficient tightening of chain used for lashing purposes. The loadbinders are 
designed in such a way that they can effortlessly be operated using one hand. 

RANGE 
George Taylor offers three types of loadbinders: two ratchet types and a lever type, depending on the 
application. The loadbinders are suitable for various chain sizes, ranging from 8 up to 16 mm. The ratchet 
types can be supplied with two hooks or two eyes as end fittings. 

DESIGN 
The George Taylor loadbinders are designed with an ergonomic, easy-to-use handle for simple, single-hand 
use, and are manufactured from drop forged or cast steel. 

One ratchet type is equipped with standard chain eye grab hooks, the other type has an improved version of 
these hooks to reduce chain wear substantially. This type of loadbinder is designed to meet requirements of 
standard EN 12195-3. 

Each handle carries the following markings: 

● Chain diameter, for which the loadbinder is suitable; 
● Manufacturer’s symbol E.G. GT/YS 
● Not for lifting or hoisting applications; 
● Lashing Capacity; 
● Minimum breaking load. 

FINISH 
The George Taylor loadbinders are usually painted with a red finish. 

CERTIFICATION 
Test certificates can be supplied upon request 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
Loadbinders should be inspected before use to ensure that: 

● All markings are legible; 
● Loadbinders are free from nicks, gouges and cracks; 
● Loadbinders should never be used for lifting or hoisting applications; 
● A loadbinder with the correct Lashing Capacity has been selected with respect to chain size and load to 

be lashed. For further details we refer to EN 12195-3, standard for Lashing Chains; 
● The loadbinder should never be side-loaded, since loadbinders are suitable for in-line pull only; 
● The loadbinder must be hooked to the chain in such a way that you can operate the loadbinder while 

standing on the ground; 
● Never use a loadbinder while standing on the load; 
● Always keep yourself out of the path of the moving handle; 
● If the handle of the lever type loadbinder cannot reach the correct locked position, never use a cheater 

pipe. In that case a ratchet type loadbinder must be used; 
● In the locked position of a lever type load binder the bottom side of the loadbinder should touch the 

chain link. In this position secure the handle to the chain using the loose end of the chain or a piece of 
rope or soft wire; 

● Loadbinders may not be heat treated as this may affect their Lashing Capacity; 
● Never repair or reshape a loadbinder by welding, heating or bending as this may affect the Lashing 

Capacity; 
● If the handle of a lever type loadbinder is released by hand, make sure you use an open hand under 

the handle and push upward. Do not close your hand around the handle. Move the handle with caution 
since it may whip as it comes free. Keep your body away from the moving handle. 

It is required that the products are regularly inspected and that the inspection should take place in accordance 

with the safety standards given in the country of use. 

This is required because the products in use may be affected by wear, misuse, overloading etc. with a 

consequence of deformation and alteration of the material structure. 

Inspection should take place at least every six months and even more frequently when the loadbinders are 

used in severe operating conditions. 

Regularly lubricate moving parts of a loadbinder to extend product life and reduce wear. 


